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TIM TATE - AUTHOR AND INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALIST - TIM TATE

Tim Tate

Tim Tate (@TimTateBooks)

Tim Tate
Sourced from the Andrew Lownie Literary Agency website:

Tim is a multi-award winning documentary film-maker, investigative journalist and

best-selling author. Over a 30-year career he produced and directed almost 90 films for

all British terrestrial channels as well as Discovery, A&E & Court Television networks in

the United States.   His films have been honoured by Amnesty International, the Royal
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Television Society, UNESCO, the International Documentary Association, the

Association for International Broadcasting, the [US] National Academy of Cable

Broadcasting and the New York Festivals.

Tim’s 1992 documentary investigation into the Robert Kennedy Assassination (Channel

4 and A&E) was the first television film to broadcast clear evidence of a second

gunman; it also revealed previously unheard tapes and de-classified documents

suggesting the CIA had been involved in the murder.

He is also the author of 13 published non-fiction books, including an investigation into

more than twenty unsolved murders carried out by the Yorkshire Ripper (serialized in

The Mail on Sunday); and the harrowing story of Ingrid von Oelhafen, kidnapped by the

Nazis for the Lebensborn experiment to create a new ‘Master Race’.

Tate’s Autobiography

I was born in Calcutta, India in 1956: eight years later I informed my understandably

sceptical parents that I was going to be a writer. Somehow I have managed to spend

most of my adult life travelling the world and telling stories that needed to be told.

I read Theology at St. Andrews University after every other academic institution turned

down my request to study English. Three years later I emerged with a Master of

Theology degree (since St. Andrews doesn’t offer a B.Theol) and have been suitably

embarrassed about it ever since.

After a brief and unproductive post-grad period, I walked out of law school to become a

journalist. I was lucky: local newspaper groups in those days funded full-scale training

https://timtate.co.uk/about/


for new reporters, as well as thrusting them out on the streets to make contacts and find

stories.

After four years on weekly papers and a year on the (regional daily) Yorkshire Post I

joined “Checkpoint”, Roger Cook’s groundbreaking investigative series on BBC Radio 4.

In 1985 I went with Roger to Central Television, spending five eventful years on ITV’s

The Cook Report, investigating child pornography, baby trafficking and – somewhat

notoriously – satanic ritual abuse.

But I really learned my television trade in Yorkshire Television’s acclaimed

documentaries department. Its First Tuesday series for ITV was the pinnacle of

documentary film-making: we were encouraged to consider not just how a film could be

made, but why it should be produced. It’s a question that is sadly asked all-too-rarely

these days.

With the support of some of the best colleagues in the business I made films (to name

just a few) about China’s appalling prison slave-labour Gulag, the American liver

transplant industry, child sex tourism to the Philippines, Britain’s worst child serial

murderer, the orphans of the Vietnam war, the idiocy of the Rugby Football Union and

the disturbing – and largely unspoken – truth about both the Cleveland Child Sex Abuse

Crisis and Alfred Kinsey, the father of the global sexual revolution.

When ITV largely abandoned its commitment to serious film-making I became an

independent producer, running my own production company



(www.interestingfilms.co.uk). Over the past 15 years we’ve made films for all British

networks and several international broadcasters.

Associated Websites

● Tim Tate – Author, Film-Maker & Investigative Journalist
● Tim Tate on Amazon
● Tim Tate

The Spy Who Was Left Out in the Cold

Penguin Synopsis

Spring 1958: a mysterious individual believed to be high up in the Polish secret service

began passing Soviet secrets to the West.

His name was Michal Goleniewski and he remains one of the most important, yet least

known and most misunderstood spies of the Cold War. Even his death is shrouded in

mystery and he has been written out of the history of Cold War espionage - until now.

Tim Tate draws on a wealth of previously-unpublished primary source documents to tell

the dramatic true story of the best spy the west ever lost - of how Goleniewski exposed

hundreds of KGB agents operating undercover in the West; from George Blake and the

'Portland Spy Ring', to a senior Swedish Air Force and NATO officer and a traitor inside

the Israeli government. The information he produced devastated intelligence services

on both sides of the Iron Curtain.
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Bringing together love and loyalty, courage and treachery, betrayal, greed and,

ultimately, insanity, here is the extraordinary true story of one of the most significant but

little known spies of the Cold War.

● Tate’s Blog post on Golenoewski

Michal Goleniewski
Sourced from The First News:

Lieutenant Colonel Michał Goleniewski was a senior figure in Polish intelligence in the

1950s. He also worked for the Soviet KGB as their point man inside Polish intelligence

in Warsaw, which gave him access not just to Polish secrets, but to Soviet ones as well.

In the 1950s, his interests changed: “The reason he sets out on this road is

unquestionably that he decided that the communist system in which he had been raised

and which had nurtured him and which continued to treat him really rather well was

wrong,” author Tim Tate says.

In April 1958, Goleniewski sent a package of letters and documents to the United States

embassy in Bern. He didn’t reveal his real name, only identifying himself cryptically by

the codename ‘Sniper’.

As an ‘agent-in-place’, Goleniewski spent the next 33 months handing over a further 13

packages containing 5,000 pages of documents from Polish intelligence and 8,00 pages

of Soviet documents contained in a total of 160 microfilms.
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His betrayal exposed to the West more than 1,600 Soviet bloc intelligence officers, and

agent handlers, including notorious MI6 mole George Blake.

After about a year, the KGB discovered it had a leak. They narrowed the source down to

Warsaw. They put their best man in Poland on the job – Goleniewski.

Eventually, though, the noose of suspicion started to tighten around him and he knew

he had to escape.

In Poland, he had a Russian wife with whom he had three children. However, her

wartime experiences in Germany as a slave worker had caused extreme mental

disturbances, which had led Goleniewski to move in with his mother.

Meanwhile, he had been having an affair with a young school secretary, Irmgard Kampf,

he had met in Berlin on his many trips to East Germany. He decided to flee to the West

with her.

He left for Berlin on Christmas Day, 1960. By early January, he and Irmgard were safely

tucked up in the US’s Defector Reception Center in Wiesbaden, West Germany.

Prior to defecting, he had stashed more microfilm in a tree in Warsaw, which the CIA

was able to recover.

His information led to the breaking of some of the most dangerous KGB and Polish

intelligence spy rings in NATO, the USA, the UK and Israel.



The CIA said that he was the best spy they ever had when he defected to them in 1961.

Eventually, well-paid work was arranged for Goleniewski. He and Irmgard were given

new identities and they lived in Queens, New York, in a safe apartment building.

Security was an issue as he had been sentenced to death in absentia by a Polish court.

A team of Polish assassins sent to kill him even tracked him down to the Silver Towers

apartment block in Queens, but got no further in identifying him.

Goleniewski and Irmgard’s lives changed rapidly for the worse when in December 1961

there's another defection from the Soviet bloc, Anatolij Golitsyn, who insisted that he

was the only true defector and that anyone that came before or after him was false. The

CIA eventually turned on Goleniewski and released him with no financial support.

Spiralling into mental illness, he later claimed to be Alexei Romanoff, the son of Tsar

Nicholas II, whose family was murdered by the Bolsheviks in the Russian revolution.

He decided to re-marry Irmgard in New York in the Russian Orthodox Church, but this

time under the name Alexei Nikolayevich Romanoff, son of Nicholas and Alexandra

Romanoff.

A few hours after the wedding, their daughter was born, which they named Tatiana

Romanoff.



Goleniewski started making other wild claims. For example, that a New York reporter

was in fact Reinhard Heydrich, deputy of SS boss Heinrich Himmler who had been

assassinated in Prague in 1942.

He also claimed that Henry Kissinger was a member of a communist fascist

underground network.

Goleniewski lived the rest of his life regarded in public, under his assumed identity, as a

broken fantasist, and by the CIA as an embarrassment who they erased from history.

He died in a New York hospital in 1993.

Further Source Material for Goleniewski

● Michael Goleniewski

● https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/11/27/how-the-cia-helped-foil-a-rus

sian-spy-ring-in-london-215874/
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